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Abstract:
This study relates to the estimation of a simultaneous equations system for
the Tobit model where the dependent variables ( ) are limited, and this will
affect the method to choose the good estimator. So, we will use new estimations
methods different from the classical methods, which if used in such a case, will
produce biased and inconsistent estimators which is (Nelson-Olson) method and
Two- Stage limited dependent variables(2SLDV) method to get of estimators that
hold characteristics the good estimator .
That is , parameters will be estimated for the limited variables and find the
variance-covariance matrix for extracted estimators by the aforementioned
two methods and then compare between the results of the two methods and find
any better method by estimation and then finding the estimation efficiency, and
this is what the study aims to .
A simultaneous equations system will be imposed for the limited model
defined by two equations containing two endogenous variables one of complete
observations and the other censored at zero.
The two methods were used to analyze the relationship between income and
family expenditure on durable consumer goods , where the results showed that
the performance of (Nelson-Olson) method is better than performing the TwoStage limited dependent variables (2SLDV) method in obtain the lower values
and all comparison measures as well as the results showed that income and
expenditure one affects the other and the
and the price affects the income and expenditure .

Keywords: Simultaneous Equations System , Tobit Regression Model ,
Nelson-Olson Method
Method(2SLDV)
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1-Introduction:
The economy models lately received great attention especially limited
regression models. This refers to the models that contain limited dependent
variables and have several repeated observations within a certain borderline
range.
And the Tobit model is among such models; it is one of the models that are
used in statistical analyses for all fields whether economic medical or social that's
why it's important to study this model it is the appropriate model in estimation
for a simultaneous equations system involving limited dependent variables ( )
and a set of independent variables ( ) as well as in the case of truncated data or
censored data .
Here will be mentioned some of research and studies on the Tobit model
where in (1958) (James Tobin)
proposed the first model of the limited
dependent variable now define the Tobit model and used repetitive methods to
estimation the parameters of his model by using the initial values of the
parameters and where in (1978) (Nelson F. , Olson L. )
interested in studying
the simultaneous equations models with the limited dependent variables by using
the Two-Stage (2SLDV) method in estimation and the resulting estimators were
natural and consistent and the proposed model had new specifications and was
more appropriate than Amemiya estimators and used simultaneous equations
system for the limited model consisting of two equations in which one completely
observations and the other is truncated. In (2018) (Ahmed N.) presented a
study for Tobit models especially the censored and truncated regression models
and the model was limited variables and used the maximum likelihood (ML)
method in estimation and the resulting estimators were consistent and unbiased
at the same time for the truncated and censored data and were compared with
the multiple regression model by using the least squares method of estimation the
itself data .

2- Simultaneous equations system

It is defined that it is a set interconnected processes of economic data that
mathematically demonstrates contain on (dependent and independent) variables
that affect one other simultaneously and that most economic phenomena can be
represented by the form of a simultaneous equations system include overlapping
relationships any relationships that affect and affect each other at the same time .

3-Limited Data and Truncated and Censored
1-3 Limited Data
The data are limited when there is a certain range within which the
observations are located ,i.e. the observations are limited by smallest and largest
value and vary depending on the nature of the phenomenon under study .
And as an example of the limited dependent variables is a study of
consumer purchases on durable consumer goods and may vary the amount
expend for the purchase and in sometimes no any process purchase is not made
at all so then the expenditure record is zero
.
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2-3 Truncated Data and Censored Data
Truncation is the exclusion of some of the vocabulary of the sample under
study (i.e. is a case of lack in data). For example, when studying income are
included people with low incomes, and we exclude people with high income from
the sample.
and Truncated is the values of the dependent variable missing in the data
at a particular point in the sample under study .
To clarify the truncation we will assumed that the
dependent variable observed is related to
the dependent variable unobserved
as follows
:
{
As for the censored data, it is described as the values of the dependent
variable (y) for a limited part of the observations. For example gathered the
values of the dependent variable y around zero (meaning one value for y values
is recorded with in a certain range) while the values of the independent variables
( )are viewed for all observations(i.e. full sample observations)
and in the censored sample data are as follows
:

{

4- Tobit model for a Simultaneous equations
The Tobit model is one of the most important models used in statistical
analysis of limited models whether economic or medical or in many other fields .
The first person to suggest this model is James Tobin (1958), where he
clarified the relationship between income of the family and expenditure on
durable consumer goods assuming there are several limited values in which the
values of the approved variable vary (usually zero) .
Tobin called his model the limited dependent regression model because the
values of the dependent variables in the sample under test are not accessible to
her fully but generalized by the name of Tobit model and this word was coined by
Goldberger (1964) for the similarity between it and the Probit model, which is
one of the censored regression models
.
The figure below shows the relationship between income and expenditure on
durable consumer goods for family and represents
family income .
family expenditure on durable consumer goods .
It shows that the expenditure represented by the dependent variable data for the
regression model used by Tobin does not take negative values
.
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2
will be a simple explanation for the simultaneous equation for the Tobit model as
follow :

where
{
and
dependent variable , :
: vector for independent variables
: error limit which is normal distributed with mean zero and variance
i

5- Comparison Measures
We used the comparison measures clarified below because of their importance
on the basis of which the methods of appreciation will be compared and the
method with the least value for these measures is the best method in estimation .
1-5 Mean Square Error (MSE)
It is represents the difference between the real and estimation value of the
dependent variable (y) divided by the number of those values .
and its formula as follow :
∑
̂
̂
and
they represent the real value and the estimation value of the
dependent variable , respectively .
n : sample size .
And when taking the square root of the mean square error will produce the
measure (RMSE) it is more accurate in calculation and confirmation of the
results (MSE) .
And its formula as follow :
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√

∑

̂

2-5 Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
It is represents the sum of the absolute term of the difference between the real
and estimation value of the dependent variable (y) divided by the number of those
values .
And its formula as follow :
∑
̂

6- Methods of estimating for simultaneous equations system
That use of the estimation method for the parameters of a simultaneous
equations system by the ordinary least squares method (OLS) is not feasible
because the resulting estimators are biased and inconsistent. This contradicts the
assumption of linearity which is based on the freedom of relationship between the
values of the independent variables and the values of random boundaries;
therefore, we resort to other methods and techniques of estimation
.
Before starting any methods, one must first identification each equation in the
simultaneous equation system passing through the order condition then the rank
condition so that we can get the appropriate method for estimating the
parameters of the system variables .

1-6 Identification

It is the process of testing each equation separately from the equations that
form the simultaneous equations system,
and we mean by that is it possible to
obtain estimates of the structural model parameters estimated from the
parameters of the reduced model and these estimates are unique and bear
qualities the good estimator the represented by (unbiased , consistent) .
By the identification process the appropriate method is chosen to estimate the
parameters of the variables of simultaneous equation system, and we can
determine each equation from equations system if he exact identify or unidentify
and the identification includes two condition (order and rank) .
1- Order condition
This condition is considered important and not sufficient to complete the
identification process for each equation in a simultaneous equations system;
therefore, consideration should be given to the condition that follows it to
complete the identification process . This condition is based on the assumption
W : represents the number of variables in the equation under test .
N : represents the number of total variables (exogenous , endogenous and time
regress variables ) of the simultaneous equations system under test .
L : represents number of total equations in the simultaneous equations system
under test .
- if N-W=L-1 the equation is exact identified .
- if N-W L-1 the equation is over identified .
- Otherwise the equation is unidentified , that is, the parameters cannot be
estimated .
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2- Rank Condition
This condition is complementary and confirmed to the previous condition
to identification the equation, and to complete this condition all structural
parameters must be arranged in relation to all variables in the system, and we
take the parameters corresponding to the missing parameters in the equation
under test and represent it as matrix and it divides into several sub-matrices
from Rank (L-1) if the matrix resulting from the structural parameters is not
square, then we find the determinant if the determinant is equal to zero then the
equation at that time is unidentified either if the determinant for it is not equal to
zero the equation is identified
.
After the two previous conditions, the identification process will be over and on
light of this will be chosen appropriate methods to estimate the simultaneous
equations system.
2-6 Estimation by Nelson-Olson method for Tobit model
Nelson - Olson (1977) presented this method of estimation through which
they generalized the Tobit model presented by Tobin (1958) for the simultaneous
equation and from that obtained the consistent estimators .
This method will be detailed by a model consisting of two equations that make up
the system and as explained below, which were expressed by Nelson - Olson
(1977) for the Tobit model
.

{

⁄

Where
: vector for endogenous observed variables
: vector for endogenous un observed variables
: model constants (unknown)
: Row vectors from rank (1
) ,
) for the independent
variables for equations (3) and (4) .
: a column vectors from rank ( × 1) ,
of the unknown
parameters for equations (3) and (4) .
And
: The random error with mean zero and variance
and which is
distributed normally
The equations system can be expressed by the following equations :

{

⁄
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The reduced form of two equations (6) and (7) can be obtained by compensation
the equation (7) by equation (6) we get :

It is through compensation the equation (6) by equation (7) we get :

Where
: Matrix from degree (
) which contains different columns for
vectors from rank ( × 1) for the parameters of equations (8) and (9)
Vect
ors from rank (𝑛 × 1) of the error limit for the equations (8) and (9) .
And

Where

independent of

And to find the Nelson-Olson estimators for the two parameters vectors
and to find the asymptotic variance and covariance matrix, the following two
points must be followed
:
We will define
as follows:
(
)
(
)
First: The parameters are estimated for the reduced form of the Tobit
model defined by equations (8) and (9) .
Since it is estimated
in equation (8) using the least squares method as follows:
̂
As for
it is estimated by maximizing the likelihood function of the Tobit
model to obtain
and
which are as follows : censored
(

) ∏[

i

i

)

∏
i

Where
a set of observations in which
the set of observations in which
And
(

]

e

i

i

√

is equal zero or less than zero .
has positive values .

∫
√
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√

Second: by depending on equations (3) and (9), we obtain the following:
̂
Where
a matrix of degree (𝑘 ×

) with elements of one and zero numbers
And
َ ̂

̂

̂

And To find the Nelson-Olson estimators for the parameter vector
(15) we use the least squares method as follows
:
̂
̂
̂
̂
(
)
The Nelson-Olson estimators of the parameters vector
(16) can be written as follows :
̂) ̂
̂
(̂

in equation

defined by equation

From equation (17) one can obtain the asymptotic variance and covariance
matrix for the ̂ vector as follows:
̂) ̂
̂(̂
̂)
V C V( ̂ ) ( ̂
VC V
V C V
VC V V
VC V ̂
C VV
̂
It is noted that the formula (19) depends on the variance and covariance matrix
of the vector ̂ which can be found after finding the estimators ̂ as
follows:
by depending on equations (4) and (8), we obtain the following :
̂

a matrix of degree (𝑘 ×

̂

) with elements of one and zero numbers

Where
and
̂

,

̂
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It is noted from equation (20) that a detailed formula for equation (9) can be
written considering that :
The defined likelihood function can be written as formula (12) after
compensating the equation (21) in it as follows:
(
)
(
)
And when you compensating ̂ knowledge of equation (11) with the likelihood
function (22), we get the following :
(̂
)
And depending on the likelihood function (23) the parameters vector
and the
parameter
can be estimated as the two researchers Nelson-Olson were able to
find their estimators by maximizing the likelihood function (23).
And to find the asymptotic variance and covariance matrix for the vector of
estimators ̂
defined by equation (18) it is necessary to obtain the asymptotic
distribution of the estimators vector ̂ for the purpose of obtaining the
asymptotic variance and covariance matrix as shown in formula (19).
Amemiya (1979) explain that it is:
̂

4

Where
: Parameters vector (
.
: a matrix that includes a identity matrix and a column vector whose
elements of zeroes .
means that both sides of formula (24) have asymmetric asymptotic distribution
.
Therefore, the variance and covariance matrix of the vector estimators ̂ is
given by the following equation :
̂

*

+

[ ]

Where
: asymptotic variance and covariance matrix for estimators vector ̂
And compensating equation (25) into formula (19) we get the following:
[
[
[

][

]

]

[ ]
]

[

]

[ ]

Depending on equation (26) can find the asymptotic variance and covariance
matrix for the estimators vector ̂ by compensating it with equation (18).
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And by taking the log of the likelihood function defined by formula (12) as
follows:
∑
∑
To maximize the function (27), we take the partial derivatives with respect to the
vector of the parameters
and the parameter
to obtain the estimates for
and
as follows
:
∑

∑

∑

∑

we find second derivative for equations (28) we obtain : And
∑
Where
(

)

And we find second derivative for equations (29) we obtain :
∑

Where

:
*

+

And
∑

Where

:
*

+
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[

]

[

]

: Where
a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are equal to
matrix of degree (𝑛 × 𝑘) its elements of zeroes.
column vector of zeroes and 1: column vector of ones .
Can be obtained the vector of the estimators
(
) depend on the likelihood function defined by the formula (23) to
be
̂
which is maximized to obtain the estimators of the parameters
vector
and then the asymptotic variance and covariance matrix can be
obtained with the same steps that went through previously or it can be written as
follows
:
̂
Thus,

*

+

*

̂

+

(̂ )
*

+

*
*

+

+

*

From equation (21) can infer of relationship between
[
[

]
]

[
[

+
and

as follows :

]
][

]

We have :

And also
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And depended on equation (36) we get the following :

[

As for the quantity

] It shall be as follows :

*

+

*

+

Where
*

+

[ ]

And upon it , the equation (43) after compensation becomes as follows:
*

+

Finally, when deriving the two formulas
with respect to the parameters vector

[ ]
and

defined in equation (27)

we obtain the following :

Where
[ ]
And by compensation equation (46) into equation (45) :
[ ]
Thus, we obtain the following asymptotic variance and covariance matrix
(̂ )

:

[
(
)

[ ]

]

Amemiya (1979) proved the final form of the asymptotic variance and covariance
matrix for the estimators vector ̂ as follow :
̂

[ ]

(̂ )
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3-6 Estimation by Two-stage limited dependent variables(2SLDV) method
This method used for the simultaneous equations system is exact identified,
and this method is considered one of the important and widely used methods in
the economic field especially for regression models that include limited dependent
variables ) y' s( and for censored data and for easily of its use and simplicity of
calculating where the estimators resulting from this method are unbiased and
consistent and thus have become as popular no less than to use of Two- stage
least square method.
This method was developed before Nelson-Olson (1978)
.
The simultaneous equations system can be expressed by (3) , (4) , (5) equations
the aforementioned in the first method .
The steps of this method will be on two stages; therefore, it is called by Two-Stage
.
1- The first stage will include determining the endogenous variable for the
equation whose parameters will be estimated which was the result of it exact
identified .
2- And then the reduced formula for the endogenous variable is found mentioned
in the previous point .
3- Using the ordinary least squares method to estimate
and estimate
by the
maximum likelihood, and we can find the estimated values of the endogenous
variables of the system and then move on to the second stage which includes :
4- The use of the maximum likelihood method again to estimate the parameters
of the structural equations of the system. This is done after replacing the
estimated values ( ̂) the mentioned in the first stage which replaced the real
values of endogenous variables
in the structural equations.
The reduced form of the model is represented by the two equations (8) and (9)
following:

And
̂

estimated by ordinary least square method as follows :
5

The estimates for the reduced form will be as follows
:
̂
̂
̂
̂
Therefore, the asymptotic variance and covariance matrix for ̂ will be as
follows
:
̂
And the asymptotic variance and covariance matrix for ̂ will be as follows
:
̂
(
)
(
)
And
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7- Application
For the purpose of studying estimation methods as a practical application,
the data was taken from the central agency for statistics from the economic and
social survey of the family of the year (2012) and the size of sample (n=250)
family it included wages and salaries income to study income and expenditure on
durable consumer goods for the Iraqi family and all the governorates of Iraq (18)
governorates and the most important factors affecting them .
And it was applied the Nelson-Olson method and the Two-stage limited
dependent variables method (2SLDV) to estimate the parameters of the Tobit
system of a simultaneous equations, and thus estimate the entire system .
The model is determinant variables (dependent variables) because both
income and expenditure have a minimum and a higher limit where the equations
system was built according to Keynesian theory to analyze the relationship
between income and expenditure on consumer durables good and the
independent variables (
) were chosen on an economic basis as they are the
most variables affecting income and expenditure .
Was expressed for the simultaneous equations system previously with equations
(3) ,(4) ,(5) .

8- Results
We estimate parameters of a simultaneous equations system for Tobit model
and the finding of the variance-covariance matrix of the estimators extracted by
Nelson-Olson method and Two-stage limited dependent variables method
(2SLDV) and the two methods will be compared according to the comparison
measures (mean square error (MSE). Root mean square error (RMSE) , mean
Absolut error (MAE ) .
The results were as follows :
Parameters Estimation :
Nelson Olson
Method
Two- Stage
Method

1.625086

5.804347

0.612346
0.026136
3.044963

0.028352
1093.567
332.1376

̂
̂
From the first equation, it turns out that the impact of expenditure on
income is 1.62 i.e. increasing family income by one unit leads to an increase in
expenditure by 1.62 and the amount of impact of the head of family certificate on
income is 5.80 i.e. the certificate has an impact on income .
From the second equation, it turns out that the effect of income on
expenditure is 0.61 and that effect of price on expenditure is 0.02 .
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) = [ 2.50665374926432e-06 0.0624310019881790
0.0624310019881790 1920.81557297558]

v_ cov (

) = [ 0.285682285299109 473.514293187380
473.514293187380
814030.100658778]
̂
̂
From the first equation, it turns out that the amount of 0.02 of expenditure
affects the income and the amount of 1093.56 the certificate of the head of the
family affects the income .
From the second equation, it turns out that the amount of 3.04 of income
affects the expenditure and the amount 332.13 from the price affects the
expenditure .
v_ cov ( ) = [ 113785.190030593 613993.922320955
613993.922320955 3437168.45207971]
v_cov ( ) = [ 16235.0259684979 142826.806753870
142826.806753870 1303238.85959866]
For Comparison Measures:
methods
MSE
RMSE
MAE
NelsonOlson
0.000232
0.015231
0.001983
TwoStage
0.00547
0.073959
0.00605
The results proved that Nelson-Olson method is better than Two-stage
limited dependent variables 2SLDV method by obtaining the lowest values and
for all comparison measures .
As for the estimation efficiency that proved Nelson-Olson method efficient
relative to the Two-stage limited dependent variables 2SLDV method and the
results were as follows :
Eff (

) = 2.202970131e-11

Eff (

) = 1.759666328e-05

9- Conclusions

Was used Nelson-Olson method and Two-stage limited dependent
variables (2SLDV) method to analyze the relationship between income and
expenditure on durable consumer goods where the results showed that (NelsonOlson) method is better than Two-Stage limited dependent variables (2SLDV)
method in obtaining the lower values and for all comparison measures as well as
the results showed that income and expenditure one affects the other i.e. the
increase in income by one unit leads to an increase in expenditure, which
corresponds to economic theory and that the independent variable
represented
by the certificate of the head of family affects the dependent variable
represented family income of 5.80 i.e. the certificate affects income and the
independent variable
represented by the price affects the dependent variable
of represented by expenditure of 0.02 according to the study data.
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مستخلص البخث:

ذرؼلك ٌزي الذساسح ترمذٌش مىظُمح المؼادالخ االوٍح الومُرج  Tobitحٍث المرغٍشاخ المؼرمذج ( )
محذدج ٌَزا سٍؤثش ػلى طشٌمح اخرٍاس الممذس الدٍذ لزله سىسرؼمل طشق تذٌلح فً الرمذٌش ذخرلف ػه الطشق
الرملٍذٌح الرً ارا اسرخذمد فً مثل ٌزي الحالح سرىرح ممذساخ مرحٍزج (َ )biasedغٍش مرسمح
(ٌَ )inconsistentما طشٌمح (َ (Nelson-Olsonطشٌمح راخ المشحلرٍه للمرغٍشاخ المؼرمذج المحذدج
( )2SLDVلىحصل ػلى ممذساخ ذحمل صفاخ الممذس الدٍذ .
اي سٍرم ذمذٌش المؼلماخ للمرغٍشاخ المحذدج َاٌداد مصفُفح الرثاٌه َالرثاٌه المشرشن للممذساخ
المسرخشخح تالطشٌمرٍه الساتمح الزوش ثم المماسوح تٍه ورائح الطشٌمرٍه َاٌداد اي طشٌمح أفضل فً الرمذٌش ثم
اٌداد وفاءج الرمذٌش ٌَزا ماذٍذف الًٍ الذساسح .
َلذ ذم فشض مىظُمح مؼادالخ اوٍح لالومُرج المحذد تمؼادلرٍه ذرضمه مرغٍشٌه داخلٍٍه احذٌما وامل
المشاٌذاخ َاالخش خاضغ للشلاتح ( )Censoredػىذ الصفش .
حٍث َظفد الطشٌمرٍه لرحلٍل الؼاللح تٍه الذخل َاالوفاق لالسشج ػلى السلغ االسرٍالوٍح المؼمشج
حٍث اظٍشخ الىرائح ان اداء طشٌمح ) (Nelson-Olsonافضل مه اداء طشٌمح راخ المشحلرٍه للمرغٍشاخ
المؼرمذج المحذدج ( َ (2SLDVرله فً الحصُل ػلى الل المٍم َلمماٌٍس المفاضلح وافح َوزله اظٍشخ
الىرائح ان الذخل َاالوفاق ٌؤثش ٌَرأثش احذٌما تاالخش َإن الشٍادج الحاصل ػلٍٍا سب االسشج َالسؼش ٌؤثشان
ػلى الذخل َاالوفاق .
وُع الثحث َ :سلح تحثٍح

املصطلخات الرئيسة للبخث :مىظُمح المؼادالخ االوٍح  ,ومُرج اوحذاس Tobit
 Olson,طشٌمح راخ المشحلرٍه للمرغٍشاخ المؼرمذج المحذدج ( . (2SLDV

*الثحث مسرل مه سسالح ماخسرٍش
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